
PART TWO
THE BAIN INVESTIGATION

14. Before reviewing the investigation, it is appropriate here to briefly describe the
composition of the Bain family and to recount something of its background. The
parents, Robin and Margaret, were wed in 1969 and began married life in
Dunedin. David, the eldest child, was born there in 1972. Two years later,
Robin, Margaret and David moved to Papua New Guinea where Robin and.
Margaret were engaged in missionary work. The three other children were all

~. born in Papua New Guinea - Arawa in June 1974, Laniet in March 1976 and
Stephen in January 1980.

15. The family moved back to Dunedin in December 1988 and took up residence in
the house at Every Street. In June 1994, Robin, then 58 years, was a school
teacher at Taieri Mouth School [40 km from their home]; Margaret, 50, was a full
time housewife and mother; David, then 22, was a student at Otago University;
Arawa, 20, was in her second year at Teachers Training College; Laniet, 18,
was in receipt of the unemployment benefit, worked occasionally at the Museum
Cafe and [apparently unbeknown to her parents] was a part-time prostitute and
seldom stayed at home and Stephen, 14, was a secondary school student.

16. The house at 65 Every Street was a somewhat dilapidated old wooden building
constructed on two levels. The front door opened onto the top floor and there
was an internal stairway to a lower [basement] area. The top level comprised
four bedrooms [Margaret and David each had their own full room while Stephen
occupied a half room off Margaret's and Laniet, when at home, used a spare
room] and two lounges; downstairs was a kitchen, bathroom/toilet/laundry and
one bedroom [Arawa's].

17. The relationship between Robin and Margaret had become fairly strained over
the years and Robin no longer slept in the house but had a bed in an old
caravan positioned adjacent to the building. He usually spent only Friday,
Saturday, Sunday and Monday nights at Every Street and otherwise stayed at
the Taieri School House where he was a teacher.

18. The first word Police received of the terrible events at Every Street on Monday
20 June 1994 was hot line advice from the local ambulance base at 0712 hours.
Ambulance staff reported receipt of a 111 emergency call from a male person
requesting assistance at the address. Police officers were immediately
dispatched to the scene and soon reported back that of the six people in the
house, five were dead. Senior officers were duly alerted, personnel were called
to the station and initial steps were taken to mount a full scale homicide
investigation.



Key Positions in the Bain Homicide Investigation

19. The Officer in Charge of the Bain case was [now retired] Detective Chief
Inspector Peter Robinson, then head of the Dunedin CIB, a man with 29 years
Police service, mostly in the Criminal Investigation Branch. The 2i/c was
Detective Senior Sergeant JG Doyle, another highly regarded officer and
seasoned investigator. Detective [now Detective Sergeant] K Anderson, the
first CIB member to arrive at Every Street, temporarily controlled the scene until
Detective Sergeant M Weir was appointed OC Scene by Detective Chief
Inspector Robinson ..

20. Robinson and Doyle became embroiled in their tasks almost as soon as they
arrived at the office and Detective Sergeant Weir went to the address later in the
morning, after being formally tasked at the station. On arrival at Every Street,
he immediately set about discharging the functions of his position. Other staff
assigned to the case progressively began taking up their tasks and, where
necessary, took over from members sent to the scene before the homicide
investigation commenced. Those assigned other main tasks were:

• OC Victims - Detective Sergeant McGregor
• OC Margaret's body - Detective Fitchett
• OC Laniet's body - Constable Stewart
• OC Stephen's body - Detective Bracegirdle
• OC Arawa's body - Detective Constable Briggs
• OC Robin's body - Detective Lodge
• OC Exhibits - Senior Constable Barbara
• OC Exhibits [Scene] - Detective Constable Thomson
• OC Suspects - Detective Sergeant Dunne
• OC General Enquiries - Sergeant Binney

21. Other staff were engaged in searching parts of the premises ina systematic and
progressive manner. The members principally assigned searching duties were:
Detective Anderson [after Detective Sergeant Weir took over as OC Scene],
Detective Fitzgerald, Detective Constable Briggs, Detective Constable Le Gros,
Constable Murray, Constable McIntyre, Senior Sergeant McDouall and Sergeant
Benn.

Early Assessment of the Situation

22. Within the first few days, investigating officers felt they could confidently draw
thefollowing conclusions from the information gathered:-

In each case, death was inflicted by a .22 calibre semi-automatic rifle
which was still in the house.

At some stage of events, the offender had been wearing a pair of white
opera gloves.



• The first to be shot were Laniet and her mother as they slept in their
respective beds [the precise order in which they were killed was not
determined].

• Laniet sustained three bullet wounds to the head [one fired downwards
through the top] and her mother a single shot.

• A live round found in Laniet's room suggested the rifle may have jammed
here and the round had been freed manually.

• The offender then moved to Stephen's room and fired at him as he lay in
bed but the bullet creased along the top of his head [after passing through
his raised hand] causing a non-fatal injury and the weapon then jammed
again.

• Stephen became aware that his life was in peril and he fought to preserve
himself.

• In the physical struggle between Stephen and his assailant, a good deal of
Stephen's blood would have transferred to the culprit during the ordeal.

• The culprit succeeded in overpowering Stephen [by partly strangling him]
and rendered him incapable of further resistance.

• At some stage the culprit removed the gloves [heavily blood stained] to
better free the obstruction in the rifle and at some point they were thrown
or kicked under Stephen's bed.

• The culprit then shot Stephen dead with a bullet through the top of the
head.

• The commotion attracted Arawa and she was coming to investigate when
the culprit saw her and fired at her. He missed and she retreated into her
room where she was shot in the head at close range while in a kneeling
position.

•. Another live round in Arawa's room suggested that the rifle jammed once
more there.

• Garments bloodied during the crime were later laundered in the family
washing machine.

• A note discovered on the home computer screen had apparently been
typed by the culprit. It read,



sorry,
you are the only one who deserved to stay

23. As the details emerged, it became evident to the investigation team that the
culprit was either Robin or David Bain, rather than some unknown intruder.

24. From the outset, Detective Chief Inspector Robinson says he resolved to keep
an open mind on what' had happened. He was aware murder/suicide by Robin
seemed a possibility and he also knew some staff had reservations about David.
As information began to flow in, though, Detective Chief Inspector Robinson
became increasingly more convinced that David was responsible and on the
Elvening of the third day of the investigation it was felt there was sufficient
evidence to arrest him, even though at that stage a great deal of work still had to
be done, but it was decided to withhold that action until more facts emerged.

25. On the fifth day, after preparing a number of points to be taken up with David, it
was arranged that he be interviewed by [then] Detective Sergeant Croudis and
Detective Lowden.1 That morning, Bob Clarke, David's uncle, was requested to
bring David to the [then] CIB Office at around 1030 hours. A recent
development which partly precipitated the interview was contact the previous
day with Val Boyd, an aunt with whom David was living since the events. She
told an officer of a long talk with David in which he spoke of internal relationships
and had said he "could have" killed his family.2

26. David was cautioned at the commencement of the interview, informed of his
rights to consult a lawyer and after brief discussion was invited to either make a
statement which would be taken down in handwritin~ or to participate in a video
interview. He agreed to make a written statement. Itwas begun at 1043
hours and is re-printed here:-

24.06.94
10:43

My full name is David Cullen BAIN. I am 22 years of age being born on 27
march 1972. I lived at 65 Every Street, Dunedin and I am a student at Otago
University.

I am speaking to Detective Sergeant CROUDIS and Detective LOWDEN
regarding events at my address on Monday 20.6.94. I have been told that I'm not
obliged to say anything and that anything I do say may be given in evidence. I
have also been told that I'm entitled to consult and instruct a lawyer without
delay.

1 Croudis Doc. 10244 & Lowden Doc.10245. [Name refers to name of person sourced. Doc. is original file
reference]
2 Boyd Doc.1 0256
3 Exhibit 586, David Bain Stmt Doc.10237. [Exhibit number is court exhibit reference]



Q Do you understand.
A Yes.

Q Your fingerprints have been found in blood on your firearm, why are
they there.

A I don't know.

Q When you say I don't know do you mean that you didn't touch the
firearm, you didn't have blood on your hands or the forensic evidence
is false.

A I didn't touch the firearm to my knowledge. I didn't have blood on my
hands as I'd washed them.

Q Do you accept the forensic evidence I've outlined.
A Yes.

Q When we discussed that question earlier you stated you could not
account for between 15-20 minutes. Is that an explanation for what
happened to your family that morning.

A No.

Q What is it.
A It's a question of what happened to me. After I saw my father I

remember seeing um my family being pUlledaway from me by black hands.

Q There is a blood stained fingerprint onthe washing machine. How did
that get there.

A I don't know.

Q Are you saying you didn't make it.
A I can't say that because if it is my fingerprint then it is my hand

that has put it there.

Q There are indications of blood from clothing that appears to have been
pushed into the washing machine. Can you tell me why blood stained
clothing had been washed.

A No.

Q Do you accept that you washed clothes on Monday morning.
A Yes.

Q And in those clothes was at least one pair of socks belonging to you.
A Yes.

Q A sweatshirt belonging to you.
A Yes.

Q A dark jersey belonging to Arawa.
A Yes.

Q When the police located you at the house, you were wearing a white
T-shirt with a Queens Baton Relay emblem.

A Yes.

Q On the back of that shirt we have observed blood, how did that get
there.

A I don't know.
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If your previous statements to Detective Sergeant DUNNE are truthful,
then there should be no reason for that blood to be on your shirt.
No.

When you were located by the police you were wearing white socks. We
have located blood on the sole of the sock. How did that get there.
I don't know.

Again, if your statement to D/S DUNNE is truthful there is no reason
for you to have blood stained clothing.
Unless I stood in some blood.

Where might you have stood in blood.
I don't know.

.We have located a spot of blood on your black rugby shorts you were
wearing. Explain to me how that got there.
I can't.

There is blood on the porcelain handbasin in the bathroom, how did
that get there.
I don't know.

Did you put it there.
No.

There's blood on a large towel hanging in the bathroom, a considerable
amount of blood. How did that get there David.
I don't know.

We found blood on the door surround in Stephen's room. It was a small
amount compared with the amount of blood found inside Stephen's room.
There had been a violent struggle in Stephen's room. Stephen had
fought for his life. Can you tell me how that blood got there.

A No.

Q David do you own any gloves.
A Purple woollen gloves, fingerless green gloves and I've recently

bought new white dress gloves for a ball at Larnach Castle.

Q Is that all.
A Yes.

Q Where are those gloves.
A The purple ones should be in the top drawer of the wardrobe in my

room, the green gloves are on the chair in my room. The white gloves
are with my dress scarf in the same drawer as the purple drawers.

Q Do you keep your dress clothes separate.
A Not all of it.

Q The white gloves, do they have a button or gap.
A No they're plain.

Q What are they made of .
. A Elasticated some sort, I don't know.



Q Where would those be.
A In the caravan, I don't know where.

Q You're certain he keeps his formal gear in the caravan.
A Yes.

Q In Steven's room a pair of white formal type gloves were located.
These were heavily blood stained. Do you know anything about these.

A No.

Q (David) Can I have a solicitor present?
A Who do you want.

A It is a fair record of the conversation but some questions had more of
a preamble. But the answers are fairly recorded.

I HAVE READ THIS STATEMENT, AND IT IS A TRUE AND CORRECT
STATEMENT.

'NALOWDEN'
Det 8396
1:06
24.06.94

'KD CROUDIS
D/S 7838
24.06.94.

27. It was 1120 hours when David asked for a solicitor and following arrangements
through his uncle, Mr Guest was contacted and came to the office at 1145
hours. Mr Guest spoke privately to David, read the statement as written to that
point, and then, at 1235 hours, advised the officers that no more questions
should be put to David. Detective Sergeant Croudis said that there were some
points still to be covered and Mr Guest asked to see them in writing. A list of
five questions was given and Mr Guest spoke privately with David about them
and, at 1247 hours, advised that David would not answer them.4 It was agreed,



however, that David would sign the written statement completed to the point at
which Mr Guest arrived, and at 1306 hours he did so.

28. The questions dn the list the officers wanted to put to David, were:

a) Inviting an explanation for a lens from glasses "you have been wearing"
being found in Stephen's room.

b) Asking him to confirm he had told Val Boyd, "It could have been me. I
don't know if it Was me or Dad."

c) . Asking him if he could explain how a piece [of skin] missing from his knee
was found in Stephen's room.

d) Asking if he had typed the message on the computer.

e) Asking if he had shot and killed the members of his immediate family.s

29. Detective Sergeant Croudis put the questions to David and asked if he was
prepared to answer any of them and David replied, "No." The officer then asked
David to read the questions and indicate if they accurately recorded what he had
been asked and he read the document and replied. "Yes", He was asked to
sign the page to that effect but Mr Guest intervened and David declined to sign.

30. Mr Guest again spoke with David in private and when he later emerged from the
interview room, Detective Sergeant Croudis asked if David would agree to a
medical examination. In the presence of the Police, Mr Guest advised him not
to do so and [at around 1335 hours] David declined to be examined. At 1340
hours, Detecti,ve Sergeant Croudis arrested David and took him to the Charge
Room where he was formally charged with murder. When asked if he had
anything to say in answer to the charge, he replied, "No, I'm not guilty."

Key Points of Evidence Implicating David

31. It was the Police assessment of the situation that David shot his mother, brother
and two sisters in quick"succession early in the morning. Afterwards, he placed
most of his bloodied clothing into the washing machine to be laundered while he
was absent on the paper-round. He commenced the paper deliveries
somewhat earlier than usual to be home in time to wait for Robin to follow his
uS,ual routine of coming into the house [from the caravan in which he slept] and
going into the lounge. David shot his father from behind curtains which closed
off the alcove where the computer was set up. Either before or after that act, he
typed the note on the computer [intending to suggest that Robin was the killer]
and laid the rifle and magazine on the floor near his father's body to give the
appearance of suicide. At some point he put damaged spectacles he had been
wearing [minus the left lens] along side a spectacle case on the chair in his
room, washed his hands arid other exposed parts [may have even showered] to
remove any blood [and firearm discharge residue], and then telephoned 111.



32. It is not intended here to traverse all the evidence gathered in the investigation
and adduced at the trial. For the purposes of this report it is sufficient to
highlight the points which mainly supported the Police contention that David Bain
rather than his father was the killer [and which Mr Karam largely disputes]. They
may be summarised as follows:-

• The murder weapon was David's rifle [with a tubular silencer attached to
the muzzle] and his ammunition was used.

The weapon had been taken from David's room and a trigger lock had
been undone with a key hidden in his room. There was nothing to
indicate a search had been made to find the key, suggesting that whoever
used it knew where it was kept.

• The gloves worn by the offender were David's and had been taken from a
drawer in his room.

• David's fingerprints [impressed while wet with blood] were found on the
rifle, so were Stephen's where he apparently tried to fend off the weapon.

• Significantly, his father's fingerprints were not on the weapon nor was
there any other indication that Robin had handled it to kill the others or
shoot himself.

• David had a blood stain on his shorts [which was either Stephen's,
Arawa's or Laniet's], and two droplets of blood on his sox [from either
Stephen or Laniet]. There were also several blood streaks on the back of
his white sweatshirt [tested as human but unable to be grouped at the time
but now established as Stephen's.]

• A lens from the damaged spectacles located in David's room was found in
Stephen's room. [Because David has very limited vision without glasses
and his own were away being repaired, it was presumed he was wearing
an old pair kept in the house and that in the course of the struggle with
Stephen they were dislodged and the left lens was sprung out of the frame
on to the flooL] .

.• David bore recent signs of injury as might be expected from the struggle
that the assailant had with Stephen before killing him. A small piece of
skin which could have come from a recent knee injury was found in
Stephen's room. There were recent bruises on his face and an abrasion
above his right eye which the Police felt could have been caused during
the struggle, probably when the spectacles were damaged.

• Significantly, his father did not show similar signs of recent involvement in
a struggle. [Minor, semi-healed nicks on his fingers were considered
unrelated.]



which killed Robin] was consistent with the barrel of the rifle being poked
through the gap in the curtains from inside the alcove when it was fired.
This together with the position of the wound, rifle, body and blood on the
curtains was considered inconsistent with any theory Robin had shot
himself.

• When David spoke to the 111 operator and the ambulance call-taker he
said "They are all dead". The Police compared this remark with a
statement he later made to an officer when he said he saw only his mother
jand father lying dead. It was part of the Police case that the only way he
knew his sisters and brother were also dead was because he killed them.

• David's bloodied palmprint was found on the washing machine in which
blood stained garments apparently had been washed.

• David could not adequately account for his actions in the period of around
25 minutes between his return home after the paper round and dialling
111, after allegedly finding his father and mother lying dead.

• A target in David's room comprised five circles which could represent five
heads. Five family members were shot that morning. All had head
wounds.

• The presence of blood spots in the porcelain basin in the laundry Were not
consistent with David's account of having washed his hands there to
remove printers ink on his return from the paper run. If the blood had been
pU,tthere by Robin after killing his family the later use of the basin by David
would have either removed or dill,lted the blood [especially the spot at the
lowest level] .

..Further points emerged later which Police contended added to the evidence
against him:

Itwas the Crown contention the words on the computer screen were
David's. "Deserved to stay" rather than "deserved to live" has special
relevance when considered with comments he made earlier [and
subsequently] about "black hands" coming to take him/them away. Also,
use of the past tense "deserved" indicated to the Crown that this was
David tripping himself up by composing a note purportedly written to him
by his dead father. If Robin had written it while alive, they believed, he
would have used the present tense ["deserves"].

In his evidence at trial, David said he could now recall things he could not
at the time he was interviewed by the Police. When initially questioned he
said he did not go into the bedrooms of his sisters and brother, yet at the
trial he said he went into all the rooms where there were bodies and
actually touched Stephen. He testified to seeing Margaret's open eyes
when he stood beside her body but the pathologist contends her eyes
'would have closed quickly after death by the build up of blood behind the



• David said he remembered going into Laniet's room when he returned
from the paper round. He said he saw her lying dead and heard gurgling
noises emitting from her. On this point, the pathologist Dr Dempster said
Laniet's main airways contained a large amount of heavily blood stained
mucoid and frothy liquid. The airways and air spaces in the lungs were
also distended with similar material which was largely the result of the
lungs developing pulmonary oedema or becoming water logged. It was
also due in part to some blood from the injuries to the base of the skull
finding its way into the airways. He believed Laniet survived sometime
after the first of the injuries, which was probably the wound on the left
cheek. He thought either of the other two shots ·could have caused
immediate death. In effect, he said, there would have been no noise after
those two shots.6 So it was the Crown case, to have heard the gurgling
sound, David must have been close to Laniet at least at the time of the
second and third shots.

We asked Dr ThomsOn for an independent assessment and he confirmed
Dr Dempster's opinion. 7 He believes there would have been
considerable blood and mucus in her airway from the facial wound and this
would have caused noisy breathing [while breathing continued] due to the
flow of this material into the airway. He does not agree with the
proposition put forward by Mr Karam in his book where'he says the
gurgling was caused by the elevated position of Laniet in her bed and the
noise was of expended air being replaced by blood and mucus forming in
the lungs and air passages.8 Dr Thomson says he has never seen a case
where the airways beyond the larynx have filled with blood after death.
Blood on that location has almost always been actively inhaled and is also
present in the parenchyma and the lungs. He considers it extremely
unlikely that displacement of air by blood trickling down the airway would
cause any noise at all let alone significant gurgling. In his view, significant
gurgling must denote some respiratory effort. It is Dr Thomson's opinion
the shot through the top of the head into the pons [mid brafp] and the other
passing through the left temporal lobe, corpus callosum and the adjacent
basal ganglia were both likely to be immediately fatal with almost
immediate cessation of respiration. He said all forensic pathologists are
aware of rare cases where a bullet penetrates vital structures in the brain
and death does not immediately ensue. Such cases are very rare but
occur in almost everybody's practice from time to time. For prolonged
survival to occur where there are two fatal wounds as ill. this case is
stretching the bounds of credibility. In recent correspondence, Mr
Withnall believes Dr Dempster's original notes provide "a clear and
obvious explanation" for the gurgling sounds,9 but on the basis of Dr

6 Dempster Trial p291 L35. [Trial refers to trial evidence]
7 Thomson Report Review Ref.24001d p4. [Review refers to documents resulting from this review]
8 David & Goliath 1997, Joe Karam p162. Further references in the book will be by page number only.
9 Withnallietter 3.10.97. [Letter from Mr Withnall QC assisting Mr Karam]



33. It is important to note that the foregoing points do not constitute the total
evidence implicating David Bain in the murders. The above details are simply
those felt necessary to mention here to respond to the present allegations. The
full evidence gathered in the original investigation remains on the file.

Points of Evidence Inconsistent with David as the Killer

34. It is Mr Karam's view [as expressed in the book and/or at interview with the
review team] that Police either misrepresented, carelessly misinterpreted or
deliberately manipulated the facts outlined above and this led to the jury being
presented with a biased and distorted case against David. As a result, he
maintains, an entirely wrong verdict was returned. He contends the killer was
Robin ~ain and if the Police had taken an honest,objective and dispassionate
view of the evidence they would have clearly seen that it pointed to him.

35. Mr Karam claims the Police case is flawed by major improbabilities and
inconsistencies and he asserts a more compelling case can be made against
Robin as the killer. His main points in exonerating David may be summarised as
follows:-

•
;~

\--. •
•

•
•
• .

• No motive waS disclosed for David to have killed his family.

• The fact David was able to competently complete the paper round that
morning is not consistent with his earlier involvement in such horrendous
acts of slaughter.

The evidence presented against David was in fact evidence of the 'finder'
as opposed to the' 'perpetrator'.

It defies' belief that in calculated and premeditated murders where David
intended to lay suspicion upon his father, he would do such things as use
his own rifle, unlock it with his hidden key, wear his own gloves, and put
the damaged spectacles with one lens missing back intohis bedroom. [Mr
Karam asks why he would even bother to wear gloves at all when it could
be expected his fingerprints would already be on the weapon].

Another point raised later by Mr Karam directly with the review team is that
the diameter of one of the entry wounds in Laniet's head was larger than
.22 calibre and he asserts he has expert opinion the bullet could not have



been fired from David's rifle. [This point is examined in a subsequent
paragraph].

Points of Evidence Indicating Robin Bain as the Killer

36. Furthermore, Mr Karam makes a number of claims which he says should have
been recognised by the original investigation as strongly pointing to Robin Bain
as the killer. The main points can be summarised as follows:-

• He was suffering from a form of mental deterioration which could have
sparked a killing spree.

• He knew where David's rifle was kept and presumably knew where the key
to the trigger lock was kept.

• He had a special motive to kill Laniet [there was mention Laniet had told
other people her father was having sex with her and she intended to tell the
family] and the three shots into her head were indicative of particular
loathing.

• There were recent injuries to his hands which could have been sustained
during the struggle with Stephen.

• There was blood on his clothing and hands from the victims, and blood
stained garments in the laundry could have been put there by him. 10 The
clothes he was wearing were not what he would have worn to work that
day.

• The damaged spectacles in David's room could have been part of a false
trail he contrived to implicate David.11

• The wound in his head and the position of his body, rifle, spent shell, and
blood on the curtains were not inconsistent with suicide.

37. At David's trial, the Crown Solicitor, Mr Wright, called evidence supporting the
Police findings and Mr Guest, for David, submitted that the Police had it wrong
and Robin was the culprit. The jury had the benefit of seeing witnesses
[including David] give evidence and face up to cross-examination and they heard
persuasive ar~ument for both sides. In summing up, Justice Williamson

IOp215
11 p215



instructed the jury that it was for them to decide the issue on the evidence before
them. By returrring guilty verdicts, the jury obviously rejected the defence case
that the Police had wrongly implicated David and had failed to recognise that it
was Robin who had annihilated his family.

38. In David and Goliath, Mr Karam re-visits many of the submissions put to the jury
by Mr Guest. The book does not purport to be a balanced review of the
evidence but rather has the single objective of casting dou.bt on the reliability of
the Crown case against David Bain.


